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Invisible Lives
by Anjali Banerjee (Adult)

The Tree That Came Home
by Debbi Brainerd (Children)

Standing By: The Making of an American Military Family in a Time of War
by Alison Buckholtz (Adult)

Gym Candy
by Carl Deuker (Young Adult)

Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet
by Jamie Ford (Adult)

Almost Home
by Christine Gleason (Adult)

Carl Maxey: A Fighting Life
by Jim Kershner (Adult)

Breakfast at Sally's: One Homeless Man's Inspirational Journey
by Richard LeMieux (Adult)

There's a (Slight) Chance I Might Be Going to Hell: by Laurie Notaro (Adult)

Amber Waves and Undertow: Peril, Hope, Sweat, and Downright Nonchalance in Dry Wheat Country
by Steve Turner (Adult)

Books Selected by State Librarian Jan Walsh
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